
 Workshops and
Webinars
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 Is excited to offer three online workshops and

webinars: Identity and Pacha, Storytelling for

Social Change and Epistemic Justice:

Decolonizing Knowledge. 

Each one seeks to help us explore and

process the complex moments we're living in,

as well as dream towards a better future.

Webinars: One to two hours in length for an

unlimited amount of participants.

Interactive Workshops: One to five sessions of

two to three hours each. Extended workshops

include creative activities that build from session

to session. Six to thirty participants.

Class interventions: From twenty minutes to an

entire class session.
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It has never been more important to

seek interconnection and balance.

Climate change and the global public

health crisis have revealed just how

interdependent we are on the

environment and each other. This

Spanish-language workshop/webinar

links the traditions, practices, and oral

memory of Andean peoples to our

current lived realities, and it puts

theory to practice by offering tools that

help us engage the natural world and

our communities with new

perspectives.

We explore what it means to live in a

llakta (territory), to be part of an ayllu

(family and community), and to envision

how we relate to pacha (cosmos), as

well as how to develop a greater

understanding of our roles as runa, or

the (human) beings that embody these

diverse concepts through practice. The

aim is to rediscover our

interconnectedness and practice

putting these principles into action.

Note: A similar English option is offered

as a track under our Epistemic Justice

workshop.

Identity and
Pacha
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If we want to change the world, we

must first change our stories. Stories

are how we make sense of who we are

and who want to become, and in times

of injustice, they are used for both

manipulation and liberation. This

workshop/webinar explores how

stories have shaped our world, as well

as how we can use them to identify

and transform conflicts. It helps us see

the power of stories in our day to day

lives, as well as the dominant

narratives and myths that define our

societies.

Our goal is to imagine new narratives

and storytelling methods that take us

toward re-storying our world: the

narrative act for collective healing and

liberation. This workshop/webinar can

be theme-based according to interest

(such as re-building our world and lives

after COVID19, racial justice,

environmental justice, etc.) or remain

general. It can also be offered as

Theater for Social Change, which uses

more performative methods to explore

the same content.

Storytelling for
Social Change
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We are taught not to condone violence,

yet we do it every day, because how we

see the world has been shaped by the

colonial legacy of how, what and where

we learn about the world. This

workshop/webinar questions what we

understand as knowledge and who we

consider as knowers by engaging with

epistemological pluralism. We explore

the colonial narrative of knowledge,

identifying our dominant

epistemologies as well as non-Western

ways of thinking and being that have

been excluded and devalued. We then

use creative exercises to collectively

imagine what epistemological pluralism

would look like in our lived realities.

This workshop/webinar has three

possible tracks.

Theory to praxis: A deeper dive into

decolonial thinking and drawing

connections with our day-to-day

lives.  

Andean Cosmovision, using content

from the Identity and Pacha workshop.. 

Higher education and the possibilities,

limits and challenges of

epistemological pluralism.

Epistemic Justice
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Decolonizing Knowledge



An educator, activist and artist, Daniel specializes in the use of

participatory theatre as a means of education, empowerment and

development. Originally from the United States, he has lived the

last 18 years in Ecuador. He is Pachaysana’s Executive Director,

an instructor at the Universidad San Francisco de Quito, and

regularly lectures at universities and conferences across the

United States. He holds an MA in Education from the University

of Tulsa and an MFA in Theatre from UCLA.

Our Educators
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Daniel Bryan 

Born and raised in Quito, Ecuador, Chelsea completed her

undergraduate (Theatre) and graduate (Community Development

and Planning) studies at Clark University. She has worked with

youth from diverse communities, utilizing artistic expression as a

means to create community and foster creativity, implementing

diverse mediums such as documentaries, poetry, theater and

music. Her current research explores the cross-section of hip

hop and gender in Quito.

Chelsea Viteri  

A communication specialist, community activist and

defender of Mother Earth, Daniel’s mission is to work with

children and youth, helping to bring them into a more

intimate relationship with the earth, agriculture and the

protection of seeds. He lives in Santa Teresa de Pintag

where his community projects crossover between art,

liberation pedagogy and agro-ecology.

Daniel Acosta

*In addition to our main educators, local community counterparts and our current Fellow, Grace Logan,

participate in these interventions. Grace has worked with Pachaysana over the last two years in our study

abroad programming and community bassed projects. 


